Top Reasons to Choose Dr. Philip Young
and our Team at Aesthetic Facial Plastic
Surgery and the Benefits for you
Unique Top Reason:

Benefits for You:

Dr. Philip Young’s Theory on
Facial Beauty

With a better blueprint and
through the use of the vital
information from this theory, we
have an incredible advantage in
getting the best, most beautiful
and natural results for you.

Dr. Philip Young scored the
number one score on the
written board exam by the
American Board of Facial Plastic
and Reconstructive Surgery

We are constantly learning from
the most up to date literature
bringing you the most advanced
techniques to get you the very
best results. The same effort Dr.
Young used to score the number
one score is carried on in our
constant learning.

Dr. Philip Young is double
board certified

Dr. Young excels in these key
areas of specialization and has
received board certification by
the American Board of 1. Facial
Plastic and Reconstructive
Surgery, 2. Otolaryngology |
Head and Neck Surgery, and 3.
Laser Surgery.

Unique Top Reason:

Benefits for You:

Dr. Philip Young is Fellowship
Trained

A fellowship is an extra year of
training in the art of Facial Plastic
and Reconstructive Surgery. This
gives Dr. Young and his team the
extra needed knowledge in
getting the very best results
available.

Dr. Philip Young devotes his
time to Humanitarian Missions
and the Face to Face
Organization

Our team aspires for love and
compassion for all. This includes
our clients, patients, and people
around the world. This aspiration
helps our team concentrate on
your needs and how we can
satisfy them.

Dr. Philip Young is a published
author in peer-reviewed journal
articles and major plastic
surgery textbooks

Dr. Young is a leader in our field
of medicine and he and his team
bring this advanced knowledge to
enhance your beauty in the best
possible way. We are constantly
improving what we do.

Dr. Philip Young is an award
winning facial plastic surgeon

His Theory on Facial Beauty was
recognized by his peers as a
significant contribution. We use
this unique knowledge to
enhance beauty in all of our
patients.

